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Ruleguard is an industry-leading software
platform designed to help regulated firms
manage the burden of evidencing and
monitoring compliance.

The solution is made up of several core
modules which can be deployed to provide 
automation and reduction of compliance risk automation and reduction of compliance risk 
at different points in the compliance journey.

Together, these work to make Ruleguard a 
holistic platform which delivers end-to-end 
benefits at every level of a regulated financial 
services firm.

Traditional compliance documentation
and monitoring is manual and happensand monitoring is manual and happens
only periodically. With Ruleguard, key areas of 
compliance can be automated and put under 
direct review by appropriate individuals across 
the business. 

This means that monitoring can be embedded 
directly into business-as-usual processes, 
vastly simplifying the process and significantly 
reducing the overhead required to carry it out.

Ruleguard has the potential to revolutionise 
what your firm understands by compliance 
monitoring and deliver best-in-class 
governance, oversight and management of governance, oversight and management of 
compliance risk.

Evidence and approvals are gathered in real
time, with responsible individuals signing off
attestations within a framework designed for
your firm. Documentation reviews and 
updates are managed automatically. Key 
compliance workflows can be designed compliance workflows can be designed 
directly within the solution, ensuring that MI 
outputs are available which directly provide 
stakeholders with an up-to-the minute 
overview of compliance results.

Introduction
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··
··
·Add rule changes, consultation papers, proposals and more to Ruleguard

Automatically search the web and pull updates 
into the system

Navigate using a simple but powerful 
combined calendar view

Define your own data sets using any regulation Define your own data sets using any regulation 
from any region

Sophisticated parsing and scraping of web 
content

Search and retrieve information from inside 
PDF documents published online

Combine updates with Ruleguard 
rules-mapping links to understand the impact rules-mapping links to understand the impact 
on your business

Compliance professionals in the financial services industry must cope with an ever-increasing 
amount of regulatory change. 

As well as general regulation which affects all firms, the provision of rules for specialist activities 
(such as insurance, mortgage dealing, or investments) means that, for organisations of any 
significant size, the compliance landscape is likely to be extremely broad and complex.

To keep abreast of a large quantity of rapidly changing regulation, it is essential that those 
responsible for compliance can easily collect relevant updates into a centralised location. They responsible for compliance can easily collect relevant updates into a centralised location. They 
must be able to review prospective changes in order to plan for the future and track imminent 
rule updates so that compliance can be assured well ahead of a regulator's deadline.

The regulator wants to see that a firm has carefully considered the impact of rule changes on its 
business model, consulted internally and externally as required, and made an applicability deci-
sion that stands up to scrutiny. It is important that firms can easily produce an audit trail – who 
decided what and why – for the numerous regulatory changes that occur each year. 

This information must be accessible alongside a firm's own compliance documentation and rules 
mapping responses, so that the impact of changes can be assessed, and action taken where nec-
essary, with the minimum of disruption.

Keep track of rule changes and applicability 
decisions in one place

Rules Management

Features



····

Reduce the risk of non-compliance due to 
regulatory change

Easy-to-use calendar view makes tracking 
updates simple

Massively customisable to incorporate any 
regulatory information available online

Prepare for upcoming changes to regulation Prepare for upcoming changes to regulation 
well in advance

···
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Centralised repository for key deadlines saves 
significant time and effort

Provide targeted updates to directly affected 
business areas 

Never miss regulatory news bulletins and other 
key publications

Benefits

Rulesguard Rules Management allows you to 
identify and automatically process updates 
from compliance sources around the web.

Sources are added to the system and then 
regularly checked for new information. When 
found, Ruleguard will add the update to its l
ibrary and notify you of the change. ibrary and notify you of the change. 

Your updates can be reviewed individually or 
on a combined calendar which ensures that 
you'll never miss an important compliance 
date.

Using this feature, you can define exactly Using this feature, you can define exactly 
what sort of updates you would like to track: 
from general news articles or bulletins; calls 
for input or consultation papers; through to 
finalised and actionable changes to rules 

themselves - each can be specified and 
processed automatically by Ruleguard.

Once added, regulation can be mapped to 
your existing compliance items such as key 
controls or risks and flagged as being relevant 
to specific segments - such as customer 
accounts, lines of business, teams, or accounts, lines of business, teams, or 
geographic regions. Updates can be filtered 
using any of this information, so that relevant 
changes can be reviewed instantly by the 
individuals they affect.

The platform comes ready-made with a library The platform comes ready-made with a library 
of useful compliance sources for you to make 
use of, but these can also be adjusted or 
created from scratch. This allows you to 
potentially monitor changes from any 
regulatory regime or area worldwide. If the 
information is available on the web, it can be information is available on the web, it can be 
brought into Ruleguard.

Solution
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··
·Maintain a full library of applicable compliance rules

Map controls and relevant business processes 
to regulation

Define and quantify compliance risk

Powerful reporting and audit capability on 
every item

Keep documentary records in a single Keep documentary records in a single 
repository

Categorise and query information using 
custom topics such as region, team, or line of 
business

Fully configurable online attestation and 
evidencing process

After the hard work of designing and running a compliant operation is done, the core challenge 
faced by any regulated firm then becomes one of proving it is compliant.

Given increasing scrutiny from internal and external audit, as well as the associated costs, it's 
essential that firms can fully document and have ready access to their compliance information 
when it is required. Manual processes where information is found on spreadsheets and email 
chains can cause significant compliance risk when these sources are unreliable or hard to locate.

Ideally, responses to regulation will need to be tracked back to individual rules which are relevant; Ideally, responses to regulation will need to be tracked back to individual rules which are relevant; 
and key controls, business process and risks will need to be fully documented in a single 
repository.

A robust change management process is essential and a full audit trail of any updates to 
compliance data must be available for scrutiny. 

Finally, firms benefit from systems and processes which ensure information does not become Finally, firms benefit from systems and processes which ensure information does not become 
outdated. Defined ownership of records and regular attestation of their accuracy must be part of 
any ongoing compliance monitoring activity, and to the extent that this can be automated, 
significant cost benefits and a reduction in overall compliance risk are the result.

Rules Mapping
Powerful management and reporting of rule responses
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Features



···
A single repository for all your compliance 
information making review and analysis simple

Map responses to every single rule, or review topic 
by topic

Drastically simplify and improve the auditability of 
your data

····
Regular attestation reminders are automated and 
simple

Detailed reporting on every item

Full audit trail and change history of every item

MI and dashboards provide fast, effective oversight
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Benefits

Ruleguard Rules Mapping is the heart of the 
Ruleguard platform and provides powerful 
tools to organise and retrieve your 
compliance information.

All relevant regulatory rules are available All relevant regulatory rules are available 
within an intuitive mapping interface, where 
you can assess their applicability, document 
responses, and map relevant information to 
them in a straightforward and easy to use 
way.

Once information is documented in Once information is documented in 
Ruleguard, you can define a scheduled 
attestation process to ensure it never goes 
out of date. Responsible individuals can be 
assigned, who will be notified by email when 
they are required to review material on the 
platform. 

Attestations of accuracy - or issues in the case 
of failure - are saved into a fully robust audit 
trail and can be used as watertight evidence of 
ongoing compliance and the accuracy of your 
data.

Flexible reporting views allow you to monitor Flexible reporting views allow you to monitor 
your compliance data in whichever way you 
choose. Ruleguard screens allow you to check 
the control mapping for every single rule and 
#identify gaps; understand which areas of your 
firm are affected most by each regulatory area; 
and much more besides. 

Finally, a fully customisable MI suite allows you Finally, a fully customisable MI suite allows you 
to create custom dashboards or export any 
data held on the platform, giving stakeholders 
granular insight at the level of detail they need.

Solution
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··
··
··
··
·Organisation mapping with a visual drag and-drop interface 

Categorise the SMCR population and produce 
necessary documentation to evidence 
compliance

Document the delegation of activities to any Document the delegation of activities to any 
level and track back to responsibility holders

Customisable workflows to automate Fitness 
and Propriety (F&P), Certification, Handover, 
and other key processes

Record and track progress of conduct breaches

Detailed Management Information (MI) and 
reporting on every aspect of the regimereporting on every aspect of the regime

Automatically synchronise your SMCR data 
with your existing HR system

Generate compliant directory updates ready 
for submission to the regulator

SMCR data with your existing HR system
for submission to the regulator

The Senior Managers and Certification (SMCR) regime applies to all regulated firms from 
December 2019 and represents a significant overhead to operational processes, record-keeping, 
and management activities. It affects the vast majority of staff within your business.

Senior Managers within the regime must identify their responsibilities and demonstrate oversight Senior Managers within the regime must identify their responsibilities and demonstrate oversight 
of delegated activities within their area. In addition to documents which the regulator requires 
you to produce – such as Statements of Responsibilities, Responsibilities Maps, and Handover 
material – Senior Managers will want to guarantee that rigorous and automated record-keeping is 
implemented at their firms.

Any staff in positions which can have significant impact to customers must be certified by the firm Any staff in positions which can have significant impact to customers must be certified by the firm 
as fit & proper to perform their job. An annual certification process must be carried out and fully 
documented for every one of these individuals. Finally, almost all employees must be trained on 
the regulator’s wide-reaching Conduct Rules and any breaches of these must be fully documented 
and reported.

The nature of a firm’s obligations under SMCR and the operational overhead added by the regime The nature of a firm’s obligations under SMCR and the operational overhead added by the regime 
means that, for most firms, implementing a technology solution for at least part of the process is 
practically essential.

Ruleguard for SMCR
Accountability and oversight for senior managers

Features
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···
Reduce cost overheads associated with 
SMCR compliance

Automate the certification workflow and other
manual processes

Minimise regulatory risk around the entire regime

···
Ensure senior managers can evidence reasonable 
steps

Track compliance across multiple legal entities

Produce MI and monitor progress towards full
completion of all SMCR activities

Benefits

Ruleguard for SMCR is an end-to-end 
technology solution designed to help firms 
reduce the cost and regulatory risk arising 
from compliance with the Senior Managers 
and Certification Regime.

Using Ruleguard, you can document every 
employee within the SMCR population and employee within the SMCR population and 
organise all of the information needed to 
comply with the rules.

Senior Managers can track responsibilities 
using a visual map of delegated items, and 
demonstrate ‘reasonable steps’ with built-in 
attestations and evidencing.

Individual reporting lines can be mapped, Individual reporting lines can be mapped, 
including cross-entity and 
matrix-management scenarios.

Once this information is stored in Ruleguard, 
you can create Statements of Responsibilities 
(SORs) for each person and Responsibilities 
Maps covering the full picture of your 
business.

Fitness and Propriety and Certification 
workflows allow you to automate the 
assessment of individuals joining the firm and assessment of individuals joining the firm and 
on a regular basis afterwards. Conduct Rule 
training progress and Conduct Breaches can 
also be tracked with the same system.

Dashboards and MI provide real-time insights Dashboards and MI provide real-time insights 
and regular reporting outputs, and give HR or 
Compliance teams the necessary reassurance 
that everything is on-track.

Solution
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····
···

The Client Assets (CASS) rules form one of broadest and most onerous areas of regulation that 
financial services firms must comply with. In addition to the sourcebook itself – which is lengthy 
and technical – the Financial Reporting Council’s own standard makes clear that the annual CASS 
audit must scrutinise every aspect of a firm’s control environment and how it relates to each rule.

For firms to embed proper governance in the area of CASS, it is essential that they understand For firms to embed proper governance in the area of CASS, it is essential that they understand 
and document their business in the context of the regulation. Compliance risks, controls, and 
business processes must be mapped to the CASS rules. Operational failures which could lead to 
CASS breaches must track back to the root cause of any issues.

Finally, firms must have rigorous change control and audit capabilities for every piece of 
information. Manual processing and updating becomes impossible given the size and scope of 
CASS.

Map risks, controls, and processes to the CASS 
rules

Built-in CASS frameworks make organising 
your information straightforward

Group and report on items by any custom 
criteria necessary for your firm

View data visually with a drag-and-drop 
interface or export a spreadsheet structured interface or export a spreadsheet structured 
to your specification

Set up regular attestations and reviews of 
information with email reminders generated 
from the platform

Produce and automatically update documents 
such as the CASS Resolution Pack (RP)

Self-serve MI and reporting suite simplifies 
oversight and good governanceoversight and good governance

Ruleguard for CASS
Dedicated platform for client asset rule governance

Features
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····

Manage CASS compliance all in one place

Simplify audit preparation and reduce time 
needed to prepare documentation and 
evidence

Reduce CASS risk by ensuring robust
governance over every aspect of the rules

Ensure no change to regulation is everEnsure no change to regulation is ever
missed

···
Benefit from industry-standard content
frameworks to organise your information in the 
same way as your CASS peers

Enable your SMF18 with responsibility for client 
assets to evidence reasonable steps

Detailed insights through completely
configurable MI and dashboardsconfigurable MI and dashboards

Benefits

Ruleguard for CASS is a dedicated platform 
for the management and documentation of 
CASS compliance activity.

Ruleguard’s rules-mapping engine allows you 
to link your controls and operational 
processes directly to the CASS rules. When processes directly to the CASS rules. When 
those rules change, a direct feed from the 
regulator ensures that Ruleguard is always 
up-to-date, and notifies you of any 
differences.

As a repository, Ruleguard can store and 
version policy and procedure documents so version policy and procedure documents so 
that all of your CASS data is centralised and 
accessible.

Compliance risks can also be documented, 
scored and included within the mapping 
relationships maintained on the system.

With your entire library of CASS information 
under control by Ruleguard, the system makes 
production and updating of compliance 
documentation effortless, including the ability documentation effortless, including the ability 
to generate the CASS Resolution Pack.

Attestations built into the platform and 
detailed MI features ensure that evidencing 
compliance is straightforward, making tasks 
like audit preparation vastly simpler than ever 
before.

Solution
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····
Create issues and breaches within Ruleguard

Capture detailed information about each breach

Configure issue and breach templates with the 
fields and workflows specific to your needs

Assign, track, and resolve breaches all 
in one place

····

Create action plans and resolution tasks against 
each breach

Link breaches to rules-mapping items for 
sophisticated analysis and reporting

Improved data integrity with rules-based 
workflows and field validation

Create detailed MI dashboards for appropriate Create detailed MI dashboards for appropriate 
individuals to oversee the breach process

Features

Managing incidents and regulatory breaches is an increasing burden for most compliance 
functions within the financial services industry.

Changes to audit standards in recent years have placed a greater emphasis on the accuracy and 
completeness of the breach reporting process, and the resulting evidential burden is being 
passed on to regulated firms in turn.

In addition, increased scrutiny from the ever-widening scope of regulation demands proper 
governance that fully combines firms’ breach processes with their risk and control frameworks.governance that fully combines firms’ breach processes with their risk and control frameworks.

Analysis of breaches must be possible in a way that lends itself to identifying the root cause of 
problems, measuring regulatory risk, and maintaining a robust audit trail. For a firm with any 
relevant regulatory footprint, manually processing breaches becomes rapidly impossible in this 
environment.

Ruleguard Issue and Breach Management
Raise and manage compliance risk incidents
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····

A single breach repository keeps all of your data 
in one place

Significant reduction in audit overhead relating 
to breach logs

Reduce time spent on breach management 
activities

Add transparency and simplicity to
breach resolutionbreach resolution

···
Support compliance risk management
with integrated links back to specific breach data

Improved governance and oversight of key items

Trend analysis and other insights through 
detailed MI reporting

Benefits

The Ruleguard Issue and Breach 
management module is a dedicated software 
solution for raising and managing 
compliance risk incidents.

Users can create incidents as part of the 
Ruleguard attestation workflow or as 
standalone items within the system. Details standalone items within the system. Details 
such as discovery, reporting and resolution 
dates can be entered along with a full 
description of each item, and where a rule 
has been broken, breaches can be 
specifically identified.

Ruleguard’s powerful rules-mapping system 
integrates fully with the Breach module, integrates fully with the Breach module, 
allowing you to link breaches directly to the 
relevant regulation. Linking breaches to 
Ruleguard risks, controls, and business 

processes is also possible, and Ruleguard will 
suggest relationships where your mapping 
information finds suitable connections.

Breaches can be assigned to Ruleguard users to 
investigate, and action plans consisting of 
individual tasks can be created. Online 
workflows make it simple to complete tasks, workflows make it simple to complete tasks, 
and Ruleguard’s file repository features extend 
fully to breaches, allowing you to store and keep 
an audit trail of relevant documents.

Detailed MI and reporting features give you
complete oversight of the breach process, and complete oversight of the breach process, and 
the rich relationship mapping created through 
Ruleguard provides the ability to report on 
breaches organised however you need.

Solution
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··
··

Drastically reduce the overhead required for 
third party monitoring activities

Eliminate the need for periodic and manual 
review of changes

Simplify audit preparation and evidence
gathering for every outsourced arrangement

Standardise the compliance approachStandardise the compliance approach
between all third parties

··
··

Include outsourced activities within the firms own 
risk and regulatory frameworks

Improve transparency and governance
arrangements between the firm and its partners

Allow ManCos and clients to access the relevant 
issue and breach log on demand

Get real-time insights from MI reports
and dashboardsand dashboards

Benefits

Ruleguard for Third Party Oversight takes 
the core benefit of the Ruleguard platform – 
powerful rules-mapping and evidencing – 
and uses it to bridge the gap between a firm 
and the third parties that it works with.

Any information maintained within the Any information maintained within the 
Ruleguard system can be selectively shared 
with others. Control and process 
documentation, along with all relevant 
mapping links to rules and regulatory 
frameworks, can be provided at the touch of 
a button.

As information changes over time, As information changes over time, 
differences are automatically highlighted  to 
ensure that up-to-date records are being 
maintained.

Ruleguard allows you to map received 
information into your own data, letting you 
incorporate third party regulatory information 
into your own risk or monitoring frameworks. 
For example, you can generate and a
utomatically maintain compliance documents utomatically maintain compliance documents 
that reference third party controls – clearly 
labelled with the provider that operates them – 
within your account.

This has the ability to radically transform the 
third party oversight capabilities of a 
compliance function and allow it to extend compliance function and allow it to extend 
best practice beyond the borders of the firm.

Solution







Ruleguard started out in 2013 as a software ‘design and build’ agency that specialised in 
financialservices projects, particularly those with a unique requirement for data and 
functionality that was far from being available ‘off the shelf’.

We delivered some innovative projects including the automation of KYC and onboarding 
processes, forward-ladder modelling and post-trade analytics, commodity-backed 
Sharia-compliant deposit and loan processing and the automation of various back-office 
financial services industry workflows.

In 2014, we developed a prototype product to automate the workflows necessary for In 2014, we developed a prototype product to automate the workflows necessary for 
the new client asset (CASS) rules in response to the needs of our client, the Kyte Group, 
then owned by GFI, the global inter-dealer broker.

This initial foray into the development of our own IP was an immediate success and we 
had shortly licenced the first version of what would become our ‘Ruleguard’ product to 
several leading financial firms, including a global share registrar.

From this early traction, we were able to secure £2.5M of funding from a London-based From this early traction, we were able to secure £2.5M of funding from a London-based 
Angel network which supported the growth of our product set into offerings for SMCR 
compliance, breach and issue management, third party oversight, and regulatory 
checklists. Our integrated platform appealed to the larger financial groups fatigued by 
dozens of regulatory ‘point solutions’ when what was needed was a single unified view 
of compliance operations across the enterprise.

Fast-forward to 2020 and we have established Ruleguard as one of the foremost 
offerings in the RegTech space, providing genuine compliance oversight to some of the offerings in the RegTech space, providing genuine compliance oversight to some of the 
largest and most complex financial institutions globally.

Ruleguard now employs 34 staff, and serves over 50 clients, with recurring revenues 
approaching £2.7M and high double-digit growth year-on-year. Our client list includes 
leading asset managers, wealth managers, brokers, insurance firms and banks such as 
Computershare, Cazenove Capital, FNZ, Link Fund Solutions, OSTC, Quilter Cheviot, 
Santander, True Potential, Rathbones and Royal London.

Most importantly, we continue to work closely with our clients to identify the most Most importantly, we continue to work closely with our clients to identify the most 
painful aspects of compliance oversight and strive to build-out our platform to improve 
that governance with increased efficiency and reduced cost.
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